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🔥GaslitNation🔥 
 
Epstein's Death Was On 4Chan Before Officials
Announced It —  
 
Now Authorities Are Investigating 
About 38 minutes before news outlets first reported Jeffrey
Epstein's death in prison, a 4chan user published a
detailed post about it.

🔥GaslitNation2🔥 

 

Trump’s promotion of Jeffrey Epstein conspiracies enters gaslighting mode 

 

Which begs the obvious question, why? 

 

Trump has a nasty habit of accusing his political enemies of that which he &/or his

cohorts are guilty. 

 

Ex: UraniumOne = Saudi Nuke Deal
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🔥GaslitNation3🔥 

 

Why is Barr attempting to control the narrative again? Why did he not recuse, as he

should? 

 

Barr has ordered immediate changes in leadership at the MCC in NY following

Jeffrey Epstein's death. 

 

The Day Epstein Told A Journo He Had Dirt on Powerful People

🔥GaslitNation4🔥 

 

After Epstein’s death, victims want alleged ‘co-conspirators’ held accountable 

 

FB Paid Hundreds of Contractors to Transcribe Users’ Audio 

 

Social network says it paused human review of conversations 

Apple, Amazon, Google have been scrutinized for similar work

🔥G litN ti 🔥
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🔥GaslitNation5🔥 

 

2013 Revealed: Google and Facebook DID allow NSA access to data and were in talks

to set up 'spying rooms' despite denials by Zuckerberg and Page over PRISM project 

 

Thiel’s PRISM data-mining program was launched in 2007 w/ approval from special

federal judges

🔥GaslitNation6🔥 

 

Apple, Facebook, Microsoft, Google, Yahoo, YouTube, Skype, AOL and PalTalk are

involved in spying program 

 

The UK has had access to the PRISM data since at least 2010 

Details of data collection were outlined in leaked 41-slide PP presentation
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🔥GaslitNation7🔥 

 

Thiel became a Facebook investor in 2004, when Mark Zuckerberg first set out to

turn his dorm room project into a lasting business.  

 

Thiel and his associated investment funds held more than 44 million shares of

Facebook when the company went public.

🔥GaslitNation8🔥 

 

How Facebook Is Changing to Deal With Scrutiny of Its Power  

 

Facebook has started to modify its behavior — in both pre-emptive and defensive

ways — to deal with those threats 

 

Useful Idiots & Trumpist Billionaires 

 

Greed, ego & willful blindness at the top.

🔥GaslitNation9🔥 
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if you’re supporting Trump not because of his racism but despite it, b/c you expect

him to keep your taxes low, you’re being, well, an idiot. 

 

Trial of Gregory Craig delayed over jury screening error 

 

CBS, Viacom to reunite as media giants bulk up for streaming

🔥GaslitNation10🔥 

 

Cuccinelli rewrites Statue of Liberty poem to make case for limiting immigration 

 

Cuccinelli revised the iconic poem on the Statue of Liberty's pedestal to suggest that

only immigrants who can "stand on their own two feet" are welcome in the United

States.🤮🤮
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🔥GaslitNation11🔥 

 

Broidy promoted a plan for a counterterrorism force backed by Saudi Arabia and the

UAE, supported by his private security and intel company, Circinus, under the

leadership of Stanley A. McChrystal, the retired Army general & former commander

in Afghanistan

🔥GaslitNation12🔥 

 

Trial of Gregory Craig highlights crackdown on foreign-influence industry 

 

Donald Trump Jr. visits Indonesia to tout new resorts and defend his father. 

 

The Trump Organization’s business partner in Indonesia is flamboyant billionaire

Hary Tanoesoedibjo.
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🔥GaslitNation13🔥 

 

The Mooch was seen dining with Nikki Haley before dumping Trump 

 

Are Chinese investors turning away from Europe? 

 

Their investments fell from $15.3B to $2.4B between the first half of 2018 and the

same period of 2019, a decline of 84%, per study by EY.

🔥GaslitNation14🔥 

 

US indicts Russians in hacking of nuclear company Westinghouse 

 

Three Men Indicted for Cyberstalking Conspiracy That Resulted in Murder 

 

Conspirators Used GPS Tracking Devices to Hunt Their Victim 

 

Lightning struck near the North Pole 48 times. It's not normal
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🔥GaslitNation15🔥 

 

Spy chiefs of Koreas met secretly in April after no-deal summit breakdown in Hanoi:

source 

 

Russian village near nuclear-powered missile explosion to be briefly evacuated 

 

Fourth board member resigns from NRA in a sign of further upheaval

🔥GaslitNation16🔥 

 

As new FAA chief arrives, Trump’s top road safety official plans resignation 

 

Harry Reid: The Filibuster Is Suffocating the Will of the American People 

 

To save our country’s future, Democrats must abolish this arcane Senate rule.
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🔥GaslitNation17🔥 

 

Radiation from Russia explosion '4-16 times' natural levels 

 

The Trump adm released a regulation that could dramatically cut the number of legal

immigrants allowed to enter and stay in the US by making it easier to reject green

card and visa applications.

🔥GaslitNation18🔥 

 

Regulators may roll-back Volcker Rule, giving banks investment leeway 

 

Regulators are trying to make it easier for banks to invest their own money by

changing the Volcker Rule, a centerpiece of the legislation in the post-financial crisis
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🔥GaslitNation18🔥 

 

FBI: Man Arrested for Threatening Massacre Had 10,000 Rounds of Ammo 

 

Mar-a-Lago intruder accused of ‘playing games with the court.’ Trial pushed to

September 

 

Ivanka Trump talking to lawmakers about gun reform legislation: 🙄
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🔥GaslitNation19🔥 

 

Arrests and deportations of foreign teachers in China have soared this year, lawyers,

schools and teachers say, amid a broad crackdown defined by new police tactics and

Beijing's push for a "cleaner", more patriotic education system.

🔥GaslitNation20🔥 

 

Portland, Oregon, Braces for Racist Rally and Counterprotest 

 

Israeli billionaire Beny Steinmetz and two associates are to stand trial for allegedly

bribing Guinean officials to win mining licences. 
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Citgo chooses new CEO to navigate political, legal turmoil

🔥GaslitNation21🔥 

 

Maduro cracks down (torture) on his own military in a bid to retain power. 

 

Verizon agrees to sell Tumblr to owner of Wordpress 

 

Tumblr has faced backlash over the yrs for not properly monitoring pornographic

content, which Verizon ultimately banned last year.

🔥GaslitNation22🔥 

 

After Jeffrey Epstein's death, prosecutors examine his inner circle 

Wexner has hired one of the most prominent criminal defense attorneys in New York,

Mary Jo White, who is a partner at law firm Debevoise & Plimpton LLP and is the

former US attorney SDNY.
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🔥GaslitNation23🔥 

 

Massachusetts To Sue Trump Administration Over Rollback Of Endangered Species

Act 

 

The Kremlin said protests in Moscow that drew as many as 60,000 people on

Saturday don’t represent a political crisis for the country! #SureJan  

#PutinHazTheSadz
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🔥GaslitNation24🔥 

 

Trial opens for Utah man accused in major opioid ring 

 

Argentina's election surprise triggers historic stock market and currency crash 
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Putin's private army is trying to increase Russia's influence in Africa 

#Wagner #PutinsChef #Prigozhin #Africa

🔥GaslitNation25🔥 

 

Opposition warns against plan to dissolve Venezuela parliament 

Opposition leader Juan Guaido says president eyeing early elections, as rival

Constituent Assembly holds meeting. 

 

Escalating Protests Put Hong Kong on Collision Course With China’s Communist

Party

After Jeffrey Epstein’s death, victims want alleged ‘co-conspirators’ held accountable 

After Jeffrey Epstein’s death, victims want alleged ‘co-conspirators’ he…
The death of Jeffrey Epstein spurred some of his sexual abuse victims on Monday
to renew calls for his accused “co-conspirators” — four women and unnamed
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others — to face prosecution in South Florida…

https://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/palm-beach/fl-ne-jeffrey-epstein-death-florida-victim…

Epstein's Death Was On 4Chan Before Officials Announced It — Now Authorities Are

Investigating 

About 38 minutes before news outlets first reported Jeffrey Epstein's death in prison,

a 4chan user published a detailed post about it. 

FDNY Reviewed 4chan Post About Jeffrey Epstein’s Death
About 38 minutes before news outlets first reported Jeffrey Epstein's death in
prison, a 4chan user published a detailed post about it.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/janelytvynenko/fdny-investigating-jeffrey-epstei…

‼ @lauferlaw Interview‼  

The Daily Beast
@thedailybeast

At the correctional center where Epstein died, the clocks don’t 
work, the corrections officers work insane hours, and the place is 
plagued by water leaks, mold, rodents, and roaches 
trib.al/Gfhq77R

81 12:42 AM - Aug 14, 2019
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to set up 'spying rooms' despite denials by Zuckerberg and Page over PRISM project 

Revealed: Google and Facebook DID allow NSA access to data and we…
Facebook and Google CEOs Mark Zuckerberg and Larry Page denied links to the
controversial program but reports say they discussed specific ways for the
government to access user data.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2337863/amp/PRISM…

Thiel became a Facebook investor in 2004, when Mark Zuckerberg first set out to

turn his dorm room project into a lasting business. Thiel and his associated

investment funds held more than 44 million shares of Facebook when the company

went public.  

https://money.cnn.com/2012/08/20/technology/facebook-peter-thiel/index.html

Broidy promoted a plan for a counterterrorism force backed by Saudi Arabia and the

UAE, supported by his private security and intel company, Circinus, under the

leadership of Stanley A. McChrystal, the retired Army general & former commander

in Afghanistan 

How a Trump Ally Tested the Boundaries of Washington’s Influence Ga…
Amid a federal investigation, new details show the scope of Elliott Broidy’s efforts to
promote the causes of foreign clients as he sought to profit from them.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/13/us/politics/elliott-broidy-trump.html

Useful Idiots and Trumpist Billionaires 

Greed, ego and willful blindness at the top. 

 

if you’re supporting Trump not because of his racism but despite it, because you

expect him to keep your taxes low, you’re being, well, an idiot. 
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Opinion | Useful Idiots and Trumpist Billionaires
Greed, ego and willful blindness at the top.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/12/opinion/trump-billionaires.html

Donald Trump Jr. visits Indonesia to tout new resorts and defend his father. 

 

The Trump Organization’s business partner in Indonesia is flamboyant billionaire

Hary Tanoesoedibjo.  

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/donald-trump-jr-visits-indonesia-to-tout-new-r…

💰Trump’s Indonesia, China & Saudi biz deals intersect via Tanoesoedibjo 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

Meet The Donald Trump Of Indonesia: Another Billionaire Who 
Wants To Be President: Hary Tanoesoedibjo, Chairman of MNC 
Corpforbes.com/sites/abrambro…

21 12:16 AM - Jun 14, 2019

22 people are talking about this

Meet The Donald Trump Of Indonesia: Another Billionaire Who…
Hary Tanoesoedibjo shares more than luxury resorts with the 45th
President. The Indonesian billionaire has turned himself into a full-
forbes.com

🏮Trumps Many Ties to China🏮 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins
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@karolcummins

Trumps Many Ties to China  
 
Remember per the Steel Dossier Trump was allegedly thrilled 
the media focused on Russia so there was less scrutiny of 
Trump’s business deals with China.

246 7:45 PM - Sep 29, 2018

190 people are talking about this

How Facebook Is Changing to Deal With Scrutiny of Its Power  

 

Now the world’s biggest social network has started to modify its behavior — in both

pre-emptive and defensive ways — to deal with those threats 

How Facebook Is Changing to Deal With Scrutiny of Its Power
In both pre-emptive and defensive ways, the social network is modifying its
behavior to fend off antitrust concerns.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/12/technology/facebook-antitrust.html

Maduro cracks down on his own military in a bid to retain power. 

 

A week after Venezuela’s intelligence forces detained a retired navy captain, he

appeared in a military tribunal a broken man, in a wheelchair and showing signs of

torture.  

 

Venezuela’s Maduro Cracks Down on His Own Military in Bid to Retain …
The embattled government is torturing members of its own armed forces to retain
control of them — and through them, the state.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/13/world/americas/venezuela-military-maduro.html?…
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via @NYTimes

Trump’s promotion of Jeffrey Epstein conspiracies enters gaslighting mode 

 

Which begs the obvious question, why?  

 

Trump has a nasty habit of accusing his political enemies of that which he &/or his

cohorts are guilty.  

 

Ex: UraniumOne = Saudi Nuke Deal 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/08/13/trumps-promotion-jeffrey-epstein-…

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

joanna schroeder
@iproposethis

Do you have white teenage sons? 
 
Listen up. 
 
I've been watching my boys' online behavior & noticed that social 
media and vloggers are actively laying groundwork in white teens 
to turn them into alt-right/white supremacists.  
 
Here's how:

131K 4:20 AM - Aug 13, 2019

66.3K people are talking about this

Officials: Radiation from Russia explosion '4-16 times' natural levels 

Officials: Radiation from Russia explosion '4-16 times' natural levels
Russian officials said Tuesday radiation levels at a military test site involved in an
explosion last week were four to 16 times above natural background levels.

https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2019/08/13/Officials-Radiation-from-Russi…

U S indicts Russians in hacking of nuclear company Westinghouse
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U.S. indicts Russians in hacking of nuclear company Westinghouse 

U.S. indicts Russians in hacking of nuclear company Westinghouse
The United States on Thursday charged seven Russian intelligence officers with
conspiring to hack computers and steal data from the nuclear energy company
Westinghouse Electric Co as well as anti-dop…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-russia-cyber-idUSKCN1ME1U6

Fourth board member resigns from NRA in a sign of further upheaval 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/fourth-board-member-resigns-from-nra-in-a-si…

Lightning struck near the North Pole 48 times. It's not normal 

Lightning struck near the North Pole 48 times. It's not normal.
A warmer Arctic in general provided the fuel for lightning-producing thunderheads
to move north.

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/08/lightning-struck-near-north-…

White House senior adviser Ivanka Trump has reportedly been talking with members

of Congress about gun legislation in the wake of mass shootings in Ohio and Texas

that left 31 people dead earlier this month.  
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Ivanka Trump talking to lawmakers about gun reform legislation: report
White House senior adviser Ivanka Trump has reportedly been talking with
members of Congress about gun legislation in the wake of mass shootings in Ohio
and Texas that left 31 people dead earlier thi…

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/457197-ivanka-trump-talking-to-lawmaker…

Trial of former Obama White House counsel Gregory Craig highlights crackdown on

foreign-influence industry 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/legal-issues/trial-of-former-obama-white-house-…

Cuccinelli rewrites Statue of Liberty poem to make case for limiting immigration 

Cuccinelli rewrites Statue of Liberty poem to make case for limiting im…
The acting director of US Citizenship and Immigration Services in a new interview
revised the iconic poem on the Statue of Liberty's pedestal to suggest that only
immigrants who can "stand on their o…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/13/politics/ken-cuccinelli-statue-of-liberty/index.html

The Trump administration released a regulation Monday that could dramatically cut

the number of legal immigrants allowed to enter and stay in the US by making it

easier to reject green card and visa applications. 

Trump admin announces rule that could limit legal immigration
The Trump administration released a regulation Monday that could dramatically cut
the number of legal immigrants allowed to enter and stay in the US by making it
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easier to reject green card and visa …

https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/12/politics/legal-immigration-public-charge/index.html

The Dark Side of Turkey's Intelligence Community 

The Dark Side of Turkey's Intelligence Community
Turkey and its National Intelligence Organization appear to abuse the intelligence
and diplomatic process by seeking to insert flawed and false intelligence in order to
constrain and subvert U.S. dip…

https://nationalinterest.org/blog/middle-east-watch/dark-side-turkeys-intelligence-comm…

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had Dirt on Powerful People 

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had Dirt on Powerful People
I went to Mr. Epstein’s Manhattan mansion to talk about Tesla. We ended up
discussing much more — including his belief that sex with teenage girls should be
acceptable.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/12/business/jeffrey-epstein-interview.html

Sentries, not 'squad': Moderate Dems ones to watch for 2020 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/sentries-not-squad-moderate-dems-

ones-to-watch-for-2020/ar-AAFFDX3?ocid=st

Facebook Paid Hundreds of Contractors to Transcribe Users’ Audio 

 

Social network says it paused human review of conversations 

 

Apple, Amazon, Google have been scrutinized for similar work 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-13/facebook-paid-hundreds-

of-contractors-to-transcribe-users-audio
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